TELEX NO. 3417

STRASBOURG 16TH JUNE, 1964

DECLARATION BY SIG. DEL BO, PRESIDENT OF THE HIGH AUTHORITY OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

STEEL IN THE KENNEDY ROUND

"THE HIGH AUTHORITY DOES NOT ONLY WISH TO OBTAIN FROM THE KENNEDY ROUND NEGOCIATIONS A REDUCTION IN THE STEEL TARIFFS OF THE SIX MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE COMMUNITY BUT ALSO TO ACHIEVE AN EQUITABLE POSITION VIS-A-VIS THE OTHER MAJOR STEEL PRODUCERS... THE COMMUNITY HAS ALREADY DECIDED TO TAKE PART IN THESE NEGOCIATIONS WHICH SHOULD, IN THE OPINION OF THE HIGH AUTHORITY, LEAD TO A REDUCTION IN THE EXISTING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PROTECTIVE TARIFFS ON STEEL", SAID PRESIDENT DEL BO WHEN HE TOOK PART IN EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT'S DEBATE TO-DAY ON THE HIGH AUTHORITY'S ANNUAL REPORT.

COMPETITION AND FINANCIAL POLICY

REFERRING TO THE WIDENING OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY INTO THE ATLANTIC COMMUNITY WHICH, FOR BOTH ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL REASONS, WAS INEVITABLE, HE SAID THAT FOR FAIR COMPETITION TO TAKE PLACE BETWEEN COMMUNITY FIRMS AND AMERICAN FIRMS, A CERTAIN DEGREE OF EQUALITY MUST BE ATTAINED. FOR THIS COMMUNITY FIRMS WOULD NECESSARILY HAVE TO INCREASE THEIR SIZE CONSIDERABLY AND THE HIGH AUTHORITY'S ATTITUDE TO BUSINESS MERGERS (WHICH IN COAL AND STEEL MUST HAVE ITS PRIOR APPROVAL) TOOK THIS INTO ACCOUNT. MERGERS HOWEVER MUST NOT PERMIT FIRMS TO ACHIEVE A DOMINANT POSITION; COMPETITION HAD TO BE MAINTAINED WHICH WOULD GUARANTEE A FAIR DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH.
Following the Parliament's suggestion to the High Authority to be more ambitious in its investment policy, Sig. Del Bo said that it was more than willing to accept this advice and that the High Authority's recent activities showed its intention to go further in the loan assistance it gave to firms to modernise their plants.

Common Energy Policy

The President of the High Authority said he was delighted at the positive attitude of the Chairman of the Parliament's Energy Committee in upholding the recent protocol of agreement on energy as a very valuable starting point. Because the protocol linked the drawing up of a full energy policy to the merger of the three European Communities, it established a time-table which made it much more than a simple declaration of intention. The High Authority would be completing the Community's proposals for permitting subsidies to coal - producers a first step towards a common energy policy in the near future and in drawing these up would take particular account of the social charges on the coal industry, the cost of modernisation and the effect of obstacles hindering the extraction and sale of coal.

Extension of Parliamentary Powers

Sig. Del Bo declared himself very pleased with the satisfaction of many deputies at the close relations between it and the High Authority. ""We are convinced of the vital necessity of obtaining a reinforcement of the Parliament's powers from the Six Governments,"" he said, ""but we are equally convinced to the duty of the Community executives, if this reinforcement should be delayed or should be only partly accorded, to recognise the Parliament's fundamental legislative powers and its ultimate sovereignty.""
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